Over head push-press: From
straddle stance hold (KB's)or other
weight at chest, extend weight
overhead fully extending elbows,
lower weight while slightly bending
knees to help absorb weight and
return to starting position.
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STANDING POWER THROW (SPT)

Power Jump : From straddle
stance, Squat down leading with
hips and touch the ground, jump
from the ground swinging arms
overhead and extending, land softly
into squat position and touch the
ground, return to starting position

PREPARATION EXERCISES FOR MDL
Sumo Squat : In straddle stance,
feet wider than shoulders and toes
pointed out. Squat down leading
with hips and until upper legs are
parallel with ground and remove to
starting position
gp

Straight Leg Deadlift: In straddle
stance feet shoulder width apart;
slight bend in knees hip hinge while
keeping the back straight and head
in neutral position

Forward Lunge: From straddle
stance step forward allowing the
leg to bend until the parallel to the
ground. Alternate legs.
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PREPARATION EXERCISES FOR SPT

3 REPETITION MAXIMUM DEADLIFT (MDL)
1- Preparatory "Get Set"
3 Phases 2- Upward Movement "Go"
3- Downward Movement
1. One or both knees moving together during movement
2. Moving hips above shoulders during up movement
Safety Stop
3. Back or shoulders rounding out during movement
(Reps Will
4. Losing Balance (including steps fwd. or bwd)
Not count)
**Safety Stops on first rep will not count as attempt
instead graders will stop and explain deficiency

ARMY COMBAT FITNESS TEST (ACFT)
QUICK REFERENCE CARD

ALWAYS READY, ALWAYS THERE

REFERENCE: ACFT IOC OCT 2019

1. Dropping bar to ground
2. Removing hands from the bar between reps
Attempt
3. Failing to touch the bar to the ground between reps
Terminated
4. No continuous movement (resting on ground)
5. Safety Stops on second or third reps
Execute 3 continuous reps with the same weight. If the
Soldier fails to complete 3 continuous reps under
control, they are permitted 1 retest at the same or lower
Execution
weight. If 3 continuous reps are completed on the 1st
attempt, the soldier can attempt at a higher weight.
The max number of attempts on the MDL is two.

HAND RELEASE PUSH-UP (HRP)
Reps Will
Not Count

Event
Terminated

Execution

1. Not maintaining straight body alignment while moving
2. Failing to fully extend elbows at up position
3. Failing to bring the hands back to starting position
4. Failing to keep feet within a boots width apart
1. Bending or flexing while in front leaning & rest
2. Lifting foot or hand off the ground
3. Placing knee on the ground from front lean and rest
4. No continuous movement (resting on ground)
5. Repeating hand release movement
Soldier pushes up from the ground to the up position
(front leaning rest). After elbows are fully extended the
Soldier will lower the body back to the ground and
immediately move both arms out to into the T position
and then return the hands under the shoulder

SUPINE CHEST PRESS

PREPARATION EXERCISE FOR HRP
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LEG TUCK (LTK)
1. Not touching both knees or thighs to the elbows at the
same time.
Reps Will 2. Failing to flex elbows during upward movement
Not Count 3. Failing to straighten elbows during down movement
4. Active swinging of the legs to assist up movement
5. Crossing the feet and ankles
The event will be terminated when the Soldier
voluntarily stops or involuntarily drops from the bar.
Event
Terminated Using the vertical posts to rest or push from will also be
grounds for termination
Soldier will flex at the elbows, knees, hips, and waist to
lift the knees. Flexing the elbows assists with this
movement. The right and left knees or thighs must touch
the right and left elbows, respectively. The grader must
Execution observe both knees or thighs in contact with both elbows
for the Soldier to receive credit for the repetition. The
Soldier will return under control to the straight-arm
position, elbows straight, to complete each repetition.

Sprint

Drag

SPRINT DRAG CARRY (SDC)

Grasp the handles of the 2-40-pound kb's and run to the
25m turn line; step on or over the 25m turn line with one
foot; turn and run back to the start line. Drops will
resume from the point the KBs were dropped. Failure to
touch the 25m line with foot will result call back

Sprint 25m; touch the 25m line with foot and hand; turn
and sprint back to the start line. Failure to touch the 25m
line with hand and foot will result in call back
Grasp strap handles, pull sled across 25m line; turn the
sled around and pull back across the start line. Failure to
pull entire sled across the 25m line will result in call back
Lateral for 25m, touch the 25m turn line with foot and
hand, and perform the lateral back. Failure to touch the
25m line with hand and foot will result in call back

Carry

Repeat 1st Sprint

Lateral

Sprint

PREPARATION EXERCISES FOR LTK
Bent Leg Raise: From the supine
position with hands placed under
the small of back raise knees to 90
degrees and then fully extend legs
out before returning to the starting
position

Leg Tuck and Twist: From
reclined seated position with hands
on ground and legs fully extended 812 in. off the ground. Alternate
drawing knees in towards the left
and right shoulders returning to the
starting position after each rotation

Alternating Grip Pull-Up- From
a straight arm hang, flex the elbows
raising the body up until the head is
above the bar and alternate sides
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PREPARATION EXERCISES FOR SDC

Straight Leg Deadlift: In straddle
stance feet shoulder width apart;
slight bend in knees hip hinge while
keeping the back straight and head
in neutral position

Bent Over Row: From the forward
leaning Stance hold KBs or weight
in front of legs. Bend elbows to
pull the kettle bells toward the
chest then return to starting
position

Shuttle Run: Repeat 25 meters
practicing touching the end line
with one hand and one foot.
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2 MILE RUN

The two mile run can be completed on an indoor or outdoor track, or
an improved surface such as a road or sidewalk. The 2MR cannot be
tested on unimproved terrain. There is a programmed 10-minute rest
between the LTK and the 2MR. The rest period begins when the last
Soldier in the group completes the LTK. The start and finish line will
be near the same location as the test site for the other five test events.
Out-and-back or lap track courses are authorized

ALTERNATE CARDIO EVENTS
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